This paper presents a numerical method to approximate the value function for a general discounted impulse control problem for piecewise deterministic Markov processes. Our approach is based on a quantization technique for the underlying Markov chain defined by the post jump locations and inter-arrival times. Convergence results are obtained and more importantly we are able to give a convergence rate of the algorithm. This paper is illustrated by an example.
INTRODUCTION
We present here a numerical method to compute the value function of an impulse control problem for a piecewise deterministic Markov process. Our approach is based on the quantization of an underlying discrete-time Markov chain related to the continuous-time process and pathadapted time discretization grids.
Piecewise-deterministic Markov processes (PDMP's) have been introduced in the literature in Davis (1993) as a general class of stochastic hybrid models. PDMP's are a family of Markov processes involving deterministic motion punctuated by random jumps. The motion of the PDMP includes both continuous and discrete variables {(X(t), Υ(t))}. The hybrid state space is defined as R d ×M where M is a countable set. The process depends on three local characteristics, namely the flow φ, the jump rate λ and the transition measure Q, which specifies the postjump location. Starting from (x, ν) ∈ R d × M the motion of the process follows the trajectory (φ ν (x, t), ν) until the first jump time T 1 which occurs either spontaneously in a Poisson-like fashion with rate λ ν (φ ν (x, t)) or when the flow φ ν (x, t) hits the boundary of the state-space. In either case the location of the process at the jump time T 1 : X(T 1 ), Υ(T 1 ) = Z 1 , y 1 is selected by the transition measure Q ν (φ ν (x, T 1 ), ·). Starting from Z 1 , y 1 , we now select the next inter-jump time T 2 −T 1 and postjump location X(T 2 ), Υ(T 2 ) = Z 2 , y 2 . This gives a piecewise deterministic trajectory for {(X(t), Υ(t))} with jump times {T k } and post jump locations {(Z k , y k )} which follows the flow φ between two jumps. To simplify notation, there is no loss of generality in considering that the state space of This work was supported by ARPEGE program of the French National Agency of Research (ANR), project "FAUTOCOES", number ANR-09-SEGI-004.
the PDMP is taken simply as a subset of R d rather than a product space R d × M as described above, see Remark 24.9 in Davis (1993) for details.
An impulse control strategy consists in a sequence of single interventions introducing a jump of the process at some controller-specified stopping time and moving the process at that time to some new point in the state space. Our impulse control problem consists in choosing a strategy (if it exists) that minimizes the expected sum of discounted running and intervention costs up to infinity, and computing the optimal cost thus achieved. Many applied problems fall into this class, such as optimal maintenance of complex systems with components subject to failure and repair. Impulse control problems for PDMP's in the context of an expected discounted cost have been considered in Costa and Davis (1989) ; Dempster and Ye (1995) ; Gatarek (1991 Gatarek ( , 1992 ; Lenhart (1989) . Roughly speaking, in Costa and Davis (1989) the authors study this impulse control problem by using the value improvement approach while in Dempster and Ye (1995) ; Gatarek (1991 Gatarek ( , 1992 ; Lenhart (1989) the authors choose to analyse it by using the variational inequality approach. In Costa and Davis (1989) , the authors also consider a numerical procedure. By showing that iteration of the single-jump-or-intervention operator generates a sequence of functions converging to the value function of the problem, they derive an algorithm to compute an approximation of that value function. Their approach is based on a uniform discretization of the state space similar to the one proposed in Kushner (1977) . In particular, they derive a convergence result for the approximation scheme but no estimation of the rate of convergence is given. To the best of our knowledge, it is the only paper presenting a computational method for solving the impulse control problem for a PDMP in the context of discounted cost. Note that a similar procedure has been applied in Costa (1993) to derive a numerical scheme for the impulse control problem with a long run average cost.
Our approach is also based on the iteration of the singlejump-or-intervention operator, but we want a convergence rate for our approximation. Our method does not rely on a blind discretization of the state space, but on a discretization that depends on time and takes into account the random nature of the process. Our approach involves a quantization procedure. Roughly speaking, quantization the approximation of a continuous state space random variable X by a random variable X taking only finitely many values and such that the difference between X and X is minimal for the L p norm. Quantization methods have been developed recently in numerical probability, nonlinear filtering or optimal stochastic control with applications in finance, see e.g. Bally and Pagès (2003) ; Bally et al. (2005) ; Pagès (1998); Pagès and Pham (2005) ; Pagès et al. (2004a,b) and references therein. It has also been successfully used by the authors to compute an approximation of the value function and optimal strategy for the optimal stopping problem for PDMP's in de .
Although the value function of the impulse control problem can be computed by iterating implicit optimal stopping problems, see Costa and Davis (1989) or Davis (1993) , from a numerical point of view the impulse control is much more difficult to handle than the optimal stopping problem. Indeed, for the optimal stopping problem, the value function is computed as the limit of a sequence (v n ) constructed by iterating an operator L. This iteration procedure yields an iterative construction of a sequence of random variables v n (Z n ) (where (Z n ) is an embedded discrete-time process). This was the keystone of our approximation procedure. As regards impulse control, the iterative construction for the corresponding random variables does not hold anymore. This is mostly due to the fact that not only does the controller choose times to stop the process, but it also chooses a new starting point for the process to restart from after each intervention. This makes the single-jump-or-intervention operator significantly more complicated to iterate that the singlejump-or-stop operator used for optimal stopping. We manage to overcome this extra difficulty by using two different series of quantization grids.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a precise definition of a PDMP and state our notation and assumptions. In Section 3, we present the impulse control problem and recall the iterative construction of the value function presented in Costa and Davis (1989) . In Section 4, we explain our approximation procedure. In Section 5 we apply our procedure to an academic example.
DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
We first give a precise definition of a piecewise deterministic Markov process (PDMP). Let M be a metric space. B(M ) is the set of real-valued, bounded, measurable functions defined on M . The Borel σ-field of M is denoted by B(M ). Let Q be a Markov kernel on (M, B(M )) and
an open subset of R d , ∂E its boundary and E its closure. A PDMP is determined by its local characteristics (φ, λ, Q) where:
From these characteristics, it can be shown (Davis, 1993, p. 62-66 ) that there exists a filtered probability space (Ω, F, {F t }, {P x } x∈E ) such that the motion of the process {X(t)} starting from a point x ∈ E may be constructed as follows. Take a random variable T 1 such that
Starting from Z 1 , we select the next inter-jump time T 2 − T 1 and post-jump location X(T 2 ) = Z 2 in a similar way. This gives a strong Markov process {X(t)} with jump times T k k≥1 . Associated to {X(t)}, there exists a discrete time process Θ n n∈N defined by Θ n = (Z n , S n ) with Z n = X(T n ) and S n = T n − T n−1 for n ≥ 1 and S 0 = 0. Clearly, the process (Θ n ) n∈N is a Markov chain, and it is the only source of randomness of the process.
Let C be the space of functions w ∈ B(E) continuous along the flow: w(φ(x, ·)) : [0, t * (x)) → R is continuous for each x ∈ E and with limit towards the boundary: whenever t * (x) < ∞ the limit lim t→t * (x) w(φ(x, t)) exists. For w ∈ C, we define w(φ(x, t * (x))) by the limit lim t→t * (x) w(φ(x, t)). Let L be the set of functions w ∈ C satisfying the following properties:
In the sequel, for any function w in C, we denote by C w its bound:
The following assumptions will be in force throughout.
Assumption 2.1. The jump rate λ is bounded and there exists λ 1 ∈ R + such that for any (
Assumption 2.2. The exit time t * is bounded and Lipschitz-continuous on E. Assumption 2.3. The Markov kernel Q is Lipschitz in the following sense: there exists Q ∈ R + such that for any function w ∈ L the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) for any (
(2) for any (x, y) ∈ E 2 , one has
IMPULSE CONTROL PROBLEM
A strategy S = (τ n , R n ) n≥1 is a sequence of nonanticipative intervention times (τ n ) n≥1 and E-valued random variables (R n ) n≥1 on a measurable space (Ω, F).
Between the intervention times τ i and τ i+1 , the motion of the system is determined by the PDMP {X(t)} starting from R i . If an intervention takes place at y ∈ E, then the set of admissible points where the decision-maker can sent the system to is denoted by U. We suppose that the control set U is finite and does not depend on y. The strategy S induces a family of probability measures P S x , x ∈ E, on (Ω, F). We define the class S of admissible strategies as the strategies S which satisfy τ ∞ = ∞ P S x -a.s. for all x ∈ E. Associated to the strategy S, we define the following discounted cost for a process starting at
x is the expectation with respect to P S x and {Y t } is the process with interventions. The function f then corresponds to the running cost and c(x, y) corresponds to the intervention cost of moving the process from x to y, α is a positive discount factor. We make the following assumptions on the cost functions. Assumption 3.1. f is a non negative function in L, Assumption 3.2. The function c is continuous on E × U and there exist c 1 ∈ R + , c 2 ∈ R + and c * ∈ R + such that The last assumption implies that the cost of taking two or more interventions instantaneously will not be lower than taking a single intervention. Finally, the value function for our impulse control problem is defined for all
Associated to this impulse control problem, we define the following operators. For
Finally for notational convenience, let us introduce for
Note that these operators involve the original non controlled process {X(t)} and only depend on the underlying Markov chain (Θ n ) = (Z n , S n ). For (v, w) ∈ C 2 , g defined on U and x ∈ E, set
Lw(x) = L(M w, w)(x) As explained in Costa and Davis (1989) , operator L applied to w is the value function of the single-jump-orintervention problem with cost function w and the value function V can be computed by iterating L. More precisely, let h be the cost associated to the no-impulse strategy:
for all x ∈ E. We recall Prop. 4 of Costa and Davis (1989) 
As pointed out in Costa and Davis (1989) , if one chooses exactly g = h, then V h n corresponds to the value function of the impulse problem where only n jumps plus interventions are allowed. Remark 3.4. Note that operator L is quite similar to the operator used in optimal stopping, see e.g. Costa and Davis (1988); . However, the iteration procedure here does not rely on L but on L. The difference comes from the operator M that chooses optimally the next starting point. This is one of the main technical differences between approximating the value functions of an optimal stopping and impulse problem, and it makes the approximation scheme significantly more difficult, as explained in the next section.
APPROXIMATION OF THE VALUE FUNCTION
We now assume that the distribution of X(0) is given by δ x0 for some fixed point x 0 in E. We choose a function g in L satisfying g ≥ h. Our approximation of the value function at x 0 is based on Prop. 3.3. Following the approach proposed in Costa and Davis (1989) , we suppose that we have selected a suitable index N such that V(x 0 )− V g N (x 0 ) is small enough. We turn to the approximation of V g N (x 0 ) which is the main object of this paper. For notational convenience, we will change our notation and reverse the indices for the sequence (
The keystone of the approximation procedure for optimal stopping in de Saporta et al. (2010) is that the analogue of Prop. 3.3 yields a recursive construction of the random variables v n (Z n ). Unfortunately, this property does not hold anymore here. Indeed, one has: v n (Z n ) = Lv n+1 (Z n ). In this expression is hidden M v n+1 (φ(Z n , t ∧ t * (Z n )) that cannot be written as a function of v n+1 (Z n+1 ). Hence, we have no recursive construction of the random variables v n (Z n ) and we cannot apply the same procedure that we used for optimal stopping. Thus, we propose a new procedure to evaluate M v n+1 (φ(Z n , t ∧ t * (Z n )) separately from the main computation of the value function.
Note that for all 0 ≤ n < N , to compute M v n+1 at any point, one actually only needs to evaluate the value functions v n+1 at the points of the control grid U. We propose a recursive computation based on the Markov chain (Z n , S n ) but with a different starting point. Set Z y 0 = y ∈ U and S y 0 = 0. We denote by (Z y n , S y n ) the Markov chain starting from this point (y, 0). One clearly knows v N = g on U. Now suppose we have computed all the v n on U for k + 1 ≤ n ≤ N . Therefore, all functions M v n are known everywhere. We can then propose the following recursive computation to evaluate v k at y ∈ U:
for all 0 ≤ n ≤ N − k − 1. This way, one obtains v k (Z y 0 ) that exactely equals v k (y). Note that, since the functions M v k+n are known, this provides a tractable recurrence relation on the random variables v k+n (Z y k ). Remark 4.1. Note that this procedure requires the knowledge of function g for all the random variables (Z y n ) n≤N −1 defined for the different starting points y ∈ U. This is why, in general, we are not able to use the no-impulse cost function h. Indeed, it is hard to compute this function, expecially if we need to know it everywhere on the state space. The most practical solution is to take g equal to an upper bound of h, and therefore constant.
There is yet another new difficulty hidden in the recurrence relation (1) as regards its discretization. Indeed, to compute v n (y), one needs first to compute all the v k+n (Z y n ) with 1 ≤ n ≤ N − k, and to compute v k+1 (y) for instance, one has already computed all the v k+n (Z y n−1 ) for 2 ≤ n ≤ N − k. Unfortunately, one cannot reuse the values of v k+n (Z y n−1 ) to compute that of v k+n (Z y n ), so the computation has to be started all over again each time, and one has to be very careful in the design of the approximation scheme. However, all these computations can be done with the same discretization grids for (Z y n , S y n ), so that our procedure is still reasonably fast, see section 4.2. Remark 4.2. The recursive procedure (1) is triangular in the sense that one needs to compute all the v k+n (Z y n ) for 0 ≤ k ≤ N and 0 ≤ n ≤ N − k.
Our approximation procedure is in three steps, explained in the following sections. The first step consists in replacing the continuous minimization in the definition of operator L by a discrete-time minimization, on path adapted grids. The second step is specific to the impulse problem, and is due to the operator M as explained in details above. It consists in carefully approximating the value functions v n on the control grid U. The last step will then consist in approximating the value functions at the points of the quantization grids of the no impulse process.
Time discretization
We define the path-adapted discretization grids as follows.
where int(x) denotes the greatest integer smaller than or equal to x. The set of points (t i ) i∈{0,...,n(z)} with t i = i∆(z) is denoted by G(z). This is the grid associated to the time interval [0, t * (z)].
We propose the following approximation of operator L, where the continuous minimization is replaced by a discrete-time minimization on the path-adapted grids. Definition 4.4. For (v, w) ∈ L 2 and x ∈ E, set
Approximation of the value functions on U
We now need to introduce the quantized approximations of the underlying Markov chains (Θ y n ). We need several approximations at this stage, one for each starting point y in the control set U. Set U = {y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ u}. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ u, let (Z i n , S i n ) 0≤n≤N −1 be the Markov chain (Z n , S n ) 0≤n≤N −1 with starting point Z 0 = y i , S 0 = 0, and let ( Z i n , S i n ) 0≤n≤N −1 be the quantized approximation of the sequence (Z i n , S i n ) 0≤n≤N −1 . The quantization algorithm provides us with a finite grid Γ i,Θ n ⊂ E × R + at each time 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 as well as weights for each point of the grid and transition probabilities from one grid to the next one, see e.g. Bally and Pagès (2003) ; Pagès (1998); Pagès et al. (2004b) for details. Set p ≥ 1 such that Θ n has finite moments at least up to the order p and let p i n be the closest-neighbour projection from E × R + onto Γ i,Θ n (for the distance of norm p). Then the quantization of Θ i n conditionally to Z 0 = y i is defined by Θ i n = Z i n , S i n = p i n Z i n , S i n . We will also denote Γ i,Z n the projection of Γ i,Θ n on E and Γ i,S n the projection of Γ i,Θ n on R + . Although (Z i n , S i n ) is a Markov chain, its quantized approximation is usually not a Markov chain. It can be turned into a Markov chain by slightly changing the ponderations in the grids, see Pagès et al. (2004a) , but this Markov chain will not be homogeneous. Therefore, the following quantized approximations of operators H, I, J, K and L d depend on both indices n and i.
Our approximation scheme goes backwards in time, in as much as it is initialized with computing v N at the points of the last quantization grids Γ i,Z N , then v N −1 is computed on Γ i,Z N −1 and so on.
n−1 and n ∈ {1, . . . , N − k}. Remark 4.7. Note the use of both v k+n and v k k+n in the scheme above. This is due to the fact that we have to reset all our calculations for each value function v k and cannot use the calculations made for e.g. v k+1 because the value functions are evaluated at different points, and are approximated with different discrete operators. This is mostly because the quantized process ( Z i n , S i n ) is not an homogeneous Markov chain.
We can now state our first result on the convergence rate of this approximation. Theorem 4.8. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, 0 ≤ n ≤ N − k − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ d, and ∆ = min z∈Γ i,Z n {∆(z)} such that
where d 1 k,n , d 2 k,n , d 3 , d 4 and d 5 are constants that can be explicitly calculated.
In addition, the quantization error Θ i n − Θ i n p goes to zero as the number of points in the grids goes to infinity, see e.g. Pagès (1998) . Therefore, according to Def. 4.6 and by using an induction procedure max y∈U v k (y) − v k (y) can be made arbitrarily small by an adequate choice of the discretization parameters.
Approximation of the value function
Now we have computed the value functions on the control grid, we turn to the actual approximation of v 0 . As in the preceding section, we define the quantized approximation of the underlying Markov chain (Θ n ) starting from (x 0 , 0), the actual starting point of the PDMP. Let ( Z n , S n ) 0≤n≤N −1 be the quantized approximation of the sequence (Z n , S n ) 0≤n≤N −1 . The quantization algorithm provides us with another series of finite grids Γ Θ n ⊂ E ×R + for all 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. Let p n be the closest-neighbour projection from E × R + onto Γ Θ n . Then the quantization of Θ n conditionally to Z 0 = x 0 is defined by Θ n = Z n , S n = p n Z n , S n .
We will also denote Γ Z n the projection of Γ Θ n on E and Γ S n the projection of Γ Θ n on R + . We use yet again new quantized approximations of operators H, I, J, K and L d . Their definition is the similar to Def. 4.5 where one replaces the quantized chain ( Θ i n ) by ( Θ n ). We thus obtain operators H n , I n , K n , J n and for v ∈ L 2 , w defined on Γ Z n+1 , x ∈ E, n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and z ∈ Γ z n , we set
With these discretized operators and the previous evaluation of the v k , we propose the following approximation. 
where z ∈ Γ Z k−1 .
Therefore v 0 ( Z 0 ) will be an approximation of v 0 (Z 0 ) = v 0 (x 0 ). The derivation of the error bound for this scheme follows exactly the same lines as in the preceding section. Theorem 4.11. For all 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, suppose that ∆ = min z∈Γ Z n {∆(z)} is such that D 4 Z n − Z n p + D 5 S n+1 − S n+1 p 1/2 (D 3 ) −1/2 < ∆,
where D 1 n , D 2 n , D 3 , D 4 and D 5 are constants that can be explicitly calculated. Remark 4.12. By using the same arguments as in Remark 4.9, it can be shown that v n (Z n ) − v n ( Z n ) p can be made arbitrarily small by an adequate choice of the discretization parameters.
The detailed proofs of our theorems can be found in de Saporta and Dufour (2010).
EXAMPLE
We applied our procedure to a simple PDMP. Set E = [0, 1[, and ∂E = {1}. For all x ∈ [0, 1], the flow is φ(x, t) = x + t, the jump rate is λ(x) = 3x, and one sets Q(x, ·) to be the uniform law on [0, 1/2]. Thus, the process moves with constant speed towards 1, but the closer it gets to the boundary 1, the higher the probability to jump backwards on [0, 1/2]. Fig. 1 shows a trajectory of this process. The running cost is defined on E by f (x) = 1 − x and the intervention cost is a constant c = 0.08. Therefore, the best performance is obtained when the process is close to the boundary 1. The control set U is the set of k 50 , 0 ≤ k ≤ 50. We ran our algorithm for an horizon N = 30. Fig. 2 gives the approximated value function we obtained (computed at the 50 points of the control grid) for respectively 50, 500 and 1000 discretization points in each quantization grid. As expected, the approximation gets smoother as the number of points in the quantization grids increases. 
